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Gain Unrivaled Experience
Join our BRIDGE program and find out what it’s like to develop innovative
and creative solutions that consistently redefine the engineering and
construction industry.
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An ISO 9001:2008 Certified Civil Contractor
Founding member : Green Council Namibia
2016 SADC Service of the year winner
Construction Industry Federation member
2016 NSI Quality Awards winner
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WHO WE ARE
GET TO KNOW US.

INTRODUCTION

A BRIEF OVERVIEW OF MPP CIVILS
Construction management or construction project management (CPM) is the overall planning, coordination, and control of a project from beginning
to completion. CPM is aimed at meeting a client’srequirement in order to produce a functionally and financially viable project. MPP Civils Namibia is a
full-service construction and contracting firm founded in Windhoek, Namibia.
TheMPP Civils Namibia Team has become known for their versatility and commitment to customer and clientfocus. MPP Civils Namibia has been
building a reputation as a results-oriented firm that manages all aspects of theconstruction process from start to finish with each project recieving the
full benefit of a dedicated, competent and experienced world class team.
In addition to comprehensive construction services on both state and commercial projects, MPP Civils Namibia offers specialized construction consulting
services in the areas of environmental compliance,construction claims (avoidance + resolution), forensic analysis and contract review. Our expertise in
these fields have become an indispensable commodity in the day-to-day management of our construction management projects, as well as individual
consulting assignments.

INTERESTED IN
JOINING THE TEAM
AT MPP CIVILS?

REGISTER ONLINE OR CONTACT US
TODAY!
13 Strauss Street,
Windhoek West
Windhoek, Namibia
Tel: +264 61 428 201
Fax: +264 61 428 202
namibia@mppcivils.com
www.mppcivils.com
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INTERNSHIP
GAIN UNRIVALED
EXPERIENCE

THE BRIDGE PROGRAM

MPP CIVILS PLACES HIGH VALUE ON INTERNSHIP EXPERIENCE
MPP Civils places high value on internship experience when making hiring decisions. Through our own internship program, we are shaping the future
leaders of our company and our nation. In today’s competitive professional world, the most qualified job candidates have more than classroom
experience. They leave university and enter the workforce with hands-on exposure in their chosen fields.

The MPP Civils BRIDGE Program
The MPP Civils BRIDGE program is a comprehensive internship experiences for undergraduates seeking a career in construction. The BRIDGE program
is more than an in-service job it’s aprofessional and educational process that prepares students for a successful transition to achallenging and rewarding
career. It’s also a chance for MPP Civils to see students in action. We match the talents and interests of today’s brightest minds to the emerging needs
of our business.

BRIDGE stands for:
Building Relationships through social and networking events, community service, and mentoring sessions with MPP Civils professionals.
Influencing Change by making an impact on real-life MPP Civils projects, and sharing your experiences for the benefit of future interns.
Developing Goals to live up to the challenge and get the most from your internship.
Experiencing MPP Civils through practical, meaningful assignments, and through the culture and values of our people.

What Makes Us Different?
From your internship with MPP Civils, you’ll take away invaluable work experience, a sense of contribution to the community, and hopefully some new
friends. Most importantly, you’ll leave with the feeling of being valued. Unlike many programs, prior MPP Civils interns are given strong consideration
for full-time employment after graduation.

Are You Up to the Challenge?
We are looking for aspiring individuals who want to make a difference, in the world and in themselves.

Our ideal internship candidates are:
· Engineering Students currently enrolled at a three/four-year institution.
· Majoring in Engineering, Construction Management, Safety or Quantity Surveying
· Proactive, open-minded, eager to learn, and willing to work hard as part of a team.
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JOHANNES KEENDAWALA

2017

Bachelor of Technology
PROJECT:
Maria Mwengere road
ON SITE:
Since July 2016

OVERVIEW OF MY INTERNSHIP
What were your expectations before joining MPP Civils team?

Quality management in construction is a road map to every contractor’s success. Through MPP Civils Bridge program, my expectations were to learn
the function and importance of Project Management in relation to Quality Control.
Amongst the many topics I expected to get exposed to: step-by-step approach to creating a quality management system; how to work and communicate
with all participants on a project; how to identify and map key processes of every progress; how to use the Quality Control System to help with project
progression and stay on schedule with the program; how to monitor and improve ongoing activity performance and much, more.

What have you learnt so far (in a nutshell?)

In practice, I have learned that it begins with Quality Assurance system which is only part of record development process. Quality control, improved
accuracy and reduced uncertainty need to be balanced against requirements for suitability and cost effectiveness of the Project. A good practice system
attempt to achieve that balance and to enable continuous improvement of record estimates. It helps in consultation control and progression of the
contractor as dependent on several challenges, right from selection of the terrain, soil conditions, materials, method of execution, type and design of
construction to supervision and assurance of quality in construction of roads and maintenance

What are your duties on a daily basis?
I as an engineer in practice had to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure that preparatory inspections include a review of contract requirements onsite.
Ensure that all materials and equipment have been tested, submitted, and approved.
Ensure that provisions have been made to provide required testing.
Updates of daily dairies, preconcert inspections and plant fuel cost maintenance
Calculations of Quantity take-offs and lost control.
Examine work area to ascertain that all preliminary work has been completed.
Examine materials, equipment, and samples to ensure that they follow the approved drawings or submittal data, that all materials and
equipment are on hand, and that all monitoring and measuring equipment is properly regulated and in proper working condition.
Record preparatory inspections in the contractor’s Quality Control documentation as per contract Specifications.

Have your expectations been met?

In short 90 percent of my expectations have been met as I have acquired almost every knowledge there is to know on Roads, water channels and small
Structural Projects such as manholes and culverts, and I am grateful for the opportunity.
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EFRAIM NAANDA
Bachelor of Technology
PROJECT:
Outapi Platform.
Outapi Abattoir Storm water
canal.
Nampower Anixas Water
Reservoir.
ON SITE:
Since July 2016

OVERVIEW OF MY INTERNSHIP
What were your expectations before joining MPP Civils team?

I’m a 2nd year student at the Namibia university of Science and Technology (NUST), studying towards my national diploma in civil engineering and
project management. I have a keen interest in Civil and Project management and being part of the MPP Civils competitive team is a benefit to gain
valuable experience and acquaintance of the construction industry.

What have you learnt so far (in a nutshell?)

During my B.R.I.D.G.E program with MPP CIVILS I got exposed to actual civil engineering industry and the general working environment. MPP CIVILS
ensures that the students are well merged into the system, hence “the B.R.I.D.G.E program prepares students for a successful transition to a challenging
and rewarding career”. Initially, before joining MPP CIVILS as student site engineer I was expecting typical “watch and learn” in-service job. In point of
fact, MPP CIVILS internship program is beyond my expectations. The company offers great professionalism to the students and it is enthusiastic to
training the youngsters of the future.
With MPP CIVILS I have acquire abundant knowledge and experience on the construction site:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The importance of project planning and scheduling.
The significance and to apply the company the Quality Management System (QMS) of ISO 9001: 2008 to assure quality deliverables.
Site supervision and a quality inspection.
Surveying and setting out
Working on various projects with different management and different environments.
Applying theoretical knowledge into practical ideas on the construction site.
Reading and interpreting the drawing, especially the bending schedule drawings.
Teamwork and communication between the project hierarchies of management.
Building a relationship with the clients engineer and suppliers by preparing ITPs, requesting for Pre con inspections, requesting for material
testing etc.

What are your duties on a daily basis?

Presenting the quality policy at toolbox talk, update daily site dairy, site supervision, taking progress pictures, surveying and setting out.
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TIOFILIA NUNYANGO

2017

Bachelor of Technology

PROJECT:
Otjimbingwe gravel road
ON SITE:
Since July 2016

OVERVIEW OF MY INTERNSHIP
What have you learnt so far (in a nutshell?)

Through MPP Civils I have learned that site supervision is essential as it helps to reach project goals, ensures that the project is executed properly,
ensures quality, functioning and standards conformity of materials, equipment and system, enhance safety on site and make sure that regulations are
followed and targets are reached.
As a leader one should know how to delegate its team, because this not only save time but it also minimizes the cost of the project. I have learned how
to delegate workers and assure that work is done properly and within the time frame.
I have also learned how to plan and schedule resources to prevent the project from falling behind schedule and ensure that the highest utilization of
resources across the project to complete the project within budget and time.
In addition, I have learned how to set out, read drawings, compile tender documents, do quantity take offs, do inspections, I’m now more confident and
believe that I made the right decision by choosing civil engineering as a career QA’s and construct a road from beginning to end.
Thank you!
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IMMANUEL KAULUMA
Bachelor of Technology
PROJECT:
Mpp Head Office (Whk West).
Construction of dwelling 1085
(Pioneerspark).
Construction of dwelling 172
(Elisenheim).
ON SITE:
Since July 2016

OVERVIEW OF MY INTERNSHIP
What have you learnt so far (in a nutshell?)

During my time at Mpp Civils I learned what Civil Engineering in the construction industry is, for starters it is not easy. I worked on a total of 3 projects
from my start day (20/06/16) to the present day (09/11/16). The possibilities here are endless, one gets exposed to the real world and it was truly a life
changing experience. I would prefer nothing more than to come back after completing my studies and to once again be part of the winning team after
all we are the only construction company in Namibia that is ISO 9001 certified.

Duties and responsibilities amongst other things involved:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Site supervision & Inspections
Determining allowable vs actual
Placing orders as well as collecting them
Being the safety representative of my sites
Attending meetings with clients and subcontractors
Managing labour and advising foreman and site agent
Assisting in weekly reports
Making sure the QA and QC documents are in order
Quantity take offs

The duties and responsibilities were endless!!!!
Mpp Civils has gone beyond my expectations, to be honest I did not know what to expect. It has been tough but nothing comes easy in life. It is all about
hard work and determination. I have learned all about following a system and working with people and most importantly my foundation as a future Civil
Engineer has been set and for that I will always have Mpp Civils to thank.
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OLIVIA TIMOTHEUS

2017

Bachelor of Technology

PROJECT:
Cow Parlour.
Eenhana Storm water Channel.
ON SITE:
Since July 2016

OVERVIEW OF MY INTERNSHIP
What have you learnt so far (in a nutshell?)

Working at MPP Civils during my internship program has provided me the opportunity to apply theoretical knowledge in industrial applications. This I
did through surveying and setting out on site, reading and understanding construction drawings and calculating quantities of measures on site for the
payment certificates.
During my internship period at MPPP Civils I have also learned to apply knowledge of various stages of construction, project management and team
work. I was left to supervise a site towards the end of the project and this has taught me leadership skills as I had to give instructions, supervise and
inspect the work done by the laborers to ensure that it was to the client’s satisfaction.
Working at MPP Civils has taught me the importance of not only quality assurance but safety on site, this I have learnt through daily toolbox talks which
as the Engineer on site I have sometimes conducted myself.
I was not only fortunate to have the opportunity to work on two Constructions sites during my internship program but I was also lucky to have had the
opportunity to work with an experienced Project manager/Contracts manager, Engineer as well as a foreman who were always open to answering any
of my questions.
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MONIKA PHILLIPUS
Bachelor of Technology
PROJECT:
Upgrading of Outapi abattoir
canal & Outapi industrial park
ON SITE:
Since July 2016

OVERVIEW OF MY INTERNSHIP
What have you learnt so far (in a nutshell?)

I would like to thank mpp civils for the opportunity given to me to serve as a site student engineer at your esteemed company. I have gained valuable
insight into the construction industry over the past 4 months.
During my internship, I was involved in different site work to gain more knowledge about the working environment on site and improve myself with more
site work and office work such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Compiling ITPs (inspection test plan)
Interpreting structural drawings e.g. especially on reinforcement bars.
Quantity take off
Report writing e.g. weekly & monthly
Setting out and taking levels
Doing inspections at hold points e.g. pre and post concrete checklist
I have learned a lot especially some of the work activities on site such as rebar fixing, splicing and formwork were very inspiring because I
didn’t have any knowledge on how they are executed.

At school one is taught the theory and don’t know how its applicable in the industry, but thanks to mpp I now know how to apply my learned theory in
construction, most especially in surveying which I struggled at first but later mastered it. The internship has increased my interest in pursuing a career in
the construction industry and hope to stay in touch with the company.
Thank you Mpp Civils and wishing you the best in your future endeavors.
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